ABOUT US
Merican Limited is a reputable organization specializing in tailor made stainless-steel
fabrication and commercial food and beverage equipment solutions. Merican’s goodwill
has been built over the years due to attention to product detail, consistency in quality,
product engineering and product improvement. These are backed by excellent and
knowledgeable manpower in manufacturing, sales & after sales support in the East Africa
region.
Our strength lies in execution of turnkey projects across all segments of hotels, restaurants,
coffee shops, Lodges, catering ventures, clubs and bars, staff canteens/cafeterias,
institutional kitchens, school kitchens, hospital kitchens, factories and food processing
companies and supermarkets. Having years of experience and engineering strength to back
us up, we manufacture and supply the right products that motivate exquisite creation,
increase space efficiency, minimize waste substantially and deliver superior results time
and time again. Our products have been tried, tested and used by the best players in the
industry.
We are capable of handling any diverse requirement you may have from any segment of
the industry. Our team will give you the right solution & design at the right price and
service support. Whether you are looking for bespoke stainless-steel fabrication,
refrigeration, ventilation, cooking, ware washing, preparation or storage essentials,
we will be glad to guide you in best possible way to meet your requirements. We have been
supporting our clients with the right products and for us your requirements and needs
are foremost as our guiding principle.
We continue to form long term relationships with our customers and build our reputation
as a one-stop shop that provides knowledgeable, fair and professional service that’s on
time and on budget. With a retail facility, distribution centre and workshop – we’re
uniquely positioned to serve our clients.
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ABOUT US
VISION

To be the leading manufacturer and supplier of quality commercial food and beverage
equipment in the region.

MISSION

MERICAN endeavors to deliver consistent quality, innovation, affordability and reliability
in every project within agreed turnaround times. To achieve these, we undertake careful
selection of raw materials and suppliers, seamless processes, employ highly skilled and
experienced workforce, matched with most advanced design software and equipment.

CORE VALUES

Excellence - We shall continually produce quality products and services to our customers
and strive to be the market leader.
Creativity and Innovation - We shall endeavor to utilize the latest, up-to-date and most
appropriate technology in achieving our objectives.
Integrity - We shall be honest, truthful and reliable in the provision of services to our
customers
Team Spirit - We shall maintain a culture of teamwork to ensure synergy in the conduct of
our activities.
Customer Delight - Customer is Key. Exceed customer expectations with quality products
and service to create long lasting relationships.
Professionalism - We shall emphasize on competency, reliability and remain ethical in the
conduct of our activities and provision of services to all stakeholders.
Partnerships - Forming collaborations with business entities, Government agencies both
locally, Nationally and Internationally to promote and expand Merican to market leadership
position.
Diversity - We are an equal opportunity employer. We value employees with varying
characteristics, religious and political beliefs, gender, ethnicity and education background.
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ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MD

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
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GENERAL MANAGER

HR & ADMIN
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SALES &
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QUALITY
CONTROL

OUR TEAM
Management
The highly experienced and knowledgeable personnel are well conversant with client’s
needs and are able to assist you with all your enquiries. We have dedicated ourselves in
ensuring that they are frequently trained to improve their skills. We hold our team in high
regard as they understand the core value and service to the client.
Production and Service Unit
Merican Limited has highly trained staff that are capable of fabricating even most complex
products with excellent aesthetics & functionality. The team take utter most care from the
moment of raw material reception through to the final process of installing the finished
equipment. We have a process of stage wise inspection on shop floor for each process to
avoid defects in the final product. The final products are tested on very rigid parameters
to ensure the best quality was achieved
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WHAT WE DO FOR YOU
Choosing Merican Limited means you save time,
money and frustration. We coordinate every detail
of your project from the design stage through to
commissioning. Whether yours is a small,
family-owned restaurant or a large commercial
operation, we can help you design your dream
kitchen and install the equipment you need to get
the job done. Our experienced installation team,
in-house technicians, electricians, licensed gas
fitters and refrigeration experts ensure you receive
high-quality equipment and timely, effective service.
Our commitment to you does not end after your
project is complete – we offer a Preventative
Maintenance Program. We’ll work with you to
schedule regular inspection and maintenance of
your equipment – this helps you increase reliability,
reduce downtime and save even more money and
frustration on surprise repairs. We have worked
with and built long-term relationships with many
satisfied customers.
Contact us today and tell us how we can help
you achieve your ideal kitchen.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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WE’VE DESIGNED, INSTALLED AND
SUPPLIED EQUIPMENT FOR:
Large Commercial Kitchens
Restaurants
Bars
Hotels
School Institutions
Hospitals

OVERVIEW OF SERVICES
Design
•
We use AutoCAD to custom design projects of all sizes and specialties,
with expertise in kitchen efficiency and cost effectiveness
•
We to coordinate and execute projects to give you a durable, beautifully
crafted kitchen
Supply
•
We fabricate the equipment in-house this means you get high quality
products when you need them at best price
•
Personalized and ordering system lets you purchase equipment quickly
and efficiently
•
Partner with industry leading shipping companies to ensure you receive
your purchases on time, every time
Installation
•
In-house technicians with expertise in gas fitting, refrigeration, electricals
and exhaust provide turnkey services
•
Complete installation (including gas lines) by experts
•
Professional, reliable expertise in project management means we can ensure
tight deadlines are met, to help you open on time and on budget
Commissioning
•
No sub-contractors; in-house technicians and on-site team perform services
•
Service manager and technical staff resolve maintenance issues
•
Training on;
-How equipment works
-Upkeep, servicing and long-term reliability tips
Maintenance/ After Sales Services
•
Program includes semi-annual maintenance
•
Minimize disruptions and equipment downtime
•
Maintain validity of manufacturer warranties
•
Increase long-term equipment life expectancy
•
In-house technicians available 24 hours, 7 days a week
•
Gas fitters and refrigeration experts can make adjustments on-site
•
Huge inventory to ensure repairs are made quickly
Extended Maintenance
•
Annual contract is signed by the client for future maintenance coverage
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DESIGN
We custom design projects of all sizes and specialties
using AutoCAD (Computer Aided Design) to ensure
precision, accuracy and consistency in the plan. While our
focus is in the restaurant markets, hotels and hospitals,
we work with all sectors of the food service industry.
We custom design beautifully, crafted, durable kitchens
with your productivity, efficiency and safety in mind.
Whether you are building a kitchen as part of a construction
project or need to redesign an existing one, hiring design
experts is one of the first cost effective decisions to make.
Our expertise is in kitchen efficiency and cost effectiveness.
We come highly recommended for our impeccable
customer service, attention to detail and high quality
products and services. When you work with us, you open
on time and on budget with a space that’s built to last and
withstand the daily rigours of a busy operation. From the
original tender process to drawings and project
management, our team will work hand in hand to take care
of all the details of coordination and execution so you’ll
have a durable, organized and effective kitchen you’ll love
working in.
We can also help you optimize your kitchen’s performance
and space efficiency, so you can maximize your productivity
while ensuring clean, safe working conditions.
Benefits of using Merican Limited for Design:
• Save the time, expense and frustration of designing a
kitchen yourself
• Our in-house consultants and professionals use their
decades of experience to coordinate and seamlessly
manage projects
• Our in-house teams can review your designs and suggest
improvements
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INSTALLATION
Proper installation of any food service equipment is critical to your safety, productivity
and efficiency.
We have completed numerous small and large scale projects across Kenya, Uganda,
Tanzania and Rwanda, working on tight deadlines to finish work on time and on budget.
From the time you sign the contract to when the last piece of equipment is installed, our
leadership and experience allow us to efficiently resolve any issues that may arise.
Our dedicated in-house, expert installation technicians, including electricians, licensed
gas fitters and refrigeration experts, provide turnkey services to ensure you receive an
efficient, timely and complete installation that’s done right the first time. We stand behind
our work with guaranteed warranty coverage.
Our team has years of experience with the products we supply and an intimate knowledge
of the models involved, so you receive the state-of-the-art equipment you need, completely
installed (Including gas lines). We come highly recommendedfor our professionalism,
reliability and expertise in project management. Whether you need a single piece of
equipment or a complete design installation project expertly planned and coordinated,
we look forward to working with you.
Benefits of using Merican Limited for Installation:
• Able to handle any challenges and day-to-day issues
• Costly breakdowns, delays and downtime are minimized
• Our expert installation team ensures your equipment operates at peak performance,
saving energy costs
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INSTALLATION
Merican provides turnkey installation services, with in-house technicians
for every required function. This ensures a timely and efficient installation,
never at the mercy of subcontractors’ schedules. We deploy multiple
specialized trades, including;
GAS FITTING
Merican Limited’s licenced gas fitters are equipped with the expertise and
tools to install connectors, fittings, valves and positioning systems required
to keep gas fuelled equipment running smoothly and safely.
EXHAUST/VENTILATION
Venting and exhaust are critical to any kitchen installation and Merican Limited
ensures every detail is properly handled for safe and energy efficient operations.
REFRIGERATION
Merican Limited properly connects everything from your basic mobile and
fixed storage equipment to cold storage units, ice making machinery and food
processing and preparation equipment.
END-TO-END EXHAUST SOLUTIONS
•
Hoods
•
Grease filtration
•
Grease ducts
•
Fire protection
•
Energy management systems
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COMMISSIONING
After any installation, we ensure the new state-of-the-art equipment is
commissioned to our clients’ satisfaction. Our in-depth experience with
our fabricated equipment and models from major manufacturers allows
us to properly test and calibrate equipment for optimal performance. Our
in-house technicians and onsite team perform training services.
Our competitors often limit training to operational instruction – suppliers
simply send a representative to train your staff on how to use the products
or equipment.
At Merican Limited, our service department’s knowledge and professionalism
is one of the many benefits of hiring us. We work with your operations,
engineering, maintenance, electrical and any other staff to demonstrate how
equipment works. Our service manager and technical staff also ensure
maintenance issues and other matters are resolved to preserve the equipment’s
long-term reliability and efficiency.
Benefits of using Merican Limited for Commissioning:
• We service and maintain equipment, and are attuned to the needs and
schedules of a busy 24/7 operation
• Our in-house technicians perform service, allowing us to correct problems
within a reasonable amount of time.
• We keep your kitchen running smoothly and your equipment operating reliably
with our comprehensive Preventative Maintenance Program
• Quick turnaround with one-stop approach for commissioning and training
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
A proactive approach to equipment maintenance keeps your kitchen
running, revenue coming in and your employees productive. We work
with you to develop a Preventative Maintenance schedule customized
to your business and your budget. Our program includes semi-annual
Preventative Maintenance and an Annual Maintenance Contract.
Common maintenance tasks include:
• Equipment checks (gas valves, thermostats, filters, etc.)
• Partial or complete overhauls at specified periods
• Other actions suggested by the manufacturer for each specific unit
Scheduled inspections and maintenance help you:
• Minimize disruptions and equipment downtime increasing productivity
and profitability
• Keep your equipment running safely, efficiently and reliable
• Maximize the life span and reduce overall life cycle costs of your equipment
• Enable more predictable and steady budgeting for equipment maintenance
• Reduce costs of parts and control labour costs
• Maintain validity of manufacturers’ warranties
After each inspection, we provide a report of all your appliances, as well as quotes
on all repairs.
We recommend having this done quarterly.

EXTENDED MAINTENANCE SERVICE
We understand that any downtime is bad for business. That’s why our technicians
are available within a reasonable amount of time 7 days a week. Our huge
inventory of factory machines and tools means we are very ready to expedite repairs.
This gives us a distinct competitive advantage and saves you downtime.
We aim to keep your kitchen running smoothly for years on end. That’s why we
are here to ensure that we give you complete freedom from your worries. Just
pick up your phone and we will be there.
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CUSTOM FABRICATION
We work with industry leaders in custom stainless steel food service equipment
manufacturing to execute your vision precisely, and ensure you get to use every
inch of your commercial kitchen efficiently. Our in-house mechanical engineers and
experienced designers use the latest 3D modelling software to design kitchens built
for easy cleaning and maintenance. We ensure the highest quality control and quick
turnaround. The equipment is covered under warranty and fully serviced by our
technicians.
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SAMPLE PROJECT DESIGNS

CONFERENCE AND BANQUET KITCHEN
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SAMPLE PROJECT DESIGNS

RESTAURANT KITCHEN
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SAMPLE PROJECT DESIGNS

HOTEL KITCHEN WITH COFFEE BAR
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SAMPLE PROJECT DESIGNS

CONTAINER KITCHEN

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
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01.

Stainless steel double door upright chiller
Dim; 1350 x 780 x 2000 H

09.

Hood type dish washing machine
Dim; 688 x 756 x 1500 H

02.

Stainless steel upright freezer
Dim; 720 x 780 x 2000 H

10.

Stainless steel double bowl sink unit
Dim; 1200 x 600 x 850 H

03.

Stainless steel 4-tier shelve rack
Dim; 1100 x 600 x 1800 H

11.

04.

Stainless steel 2-door under counter fridge
Dim; 1400 x 700 x 850 H

Stainless steel 2-tier wall mounted
shelve rack
Dim; 1200 x 400 x 600 H

12.

05.

Stainless steel work table on casters and
under shelve
Dim; 1100 x 600 x 850 H

Stainless steel dish sorting table
with refuse hole
Dim; 1000 x 600 x 850 H

16a. Lava rock grill on open base
Dim; 700 x 700 x 850 H

Stainless steel neutral cupboard with sliding doors,
under shelve and upper 2-tier infra-red heated shelve
Dim; 1500 x 700 x 850 / 1500 H

Stainless steel 2-tier wall mounted
shelve rack
Dim; 1000 x 400 x 600 H

17.

06.

07.
08.

Stainless steel 4-tier shelve rack
Dim; 1100 x 600 x 1800 H
Stainless steel dish wash service table
Dim; 1100 x 600 x 850 H

13.

14.

Stainless steel wall type hood unit
with filters, ducting and extractor fan
Dim; 4000 x 900 x 500 H

15.

Double bin deep fat fryer
Dim; 700 x 700 x 850 H

16.

1/3 Ribbed griddle plate
Dim; 700 x 700 x 850 H

4-Burner LP gas range cooker
Dim; 700 x 700 x 850 H

Project

PROPOSED CONTAINER KITCHEN
Drg Title
EQUIPMENT DETAIL

Mobile: (+254) 728129281 Industrial Area,
Nanyuki Road off Lunga Lunga Road
Next to National oil petrol station,
P. O. Box 104241-00101, Nairobi-Kenya
email: sales@mericanltd.com

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
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18.

Single burner HP gas cooker
Dim; 350 x 700 x 850 H

19.

Stainless steel chips dump
Dim; 350 x 700 x 850 H

20.

Rational combi oven
Dim; 800 x 774 x 509 H

21.

S.steel single bowl sink unit
Dim; 1100 x 700 x 850 H

22.

S.steel hand wash basin
Dim; 500 x 500 x 450 H

Drawn by

AMUNGA

Scale

1 ; 100

Date

MAY 2017

Drawing No.

01 / 117 / L01

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
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CLIENT LIST
Hotels
Lake Naivasha Resort
Lake Bogoria Spa and Resort
Epashikino Resort and Spa
The Kyaka Hotel
Eka Hotel
Serena Hotel Nairobi
Sandalwood Hotel and Resort
Wigot Gardens
Jumuia Resorts-Kisumu
Plains View Resort
Mbita Paradise Hotel
Isiolo Galaxy Hotel
Nomad Palace Hotel
Queensgate Resort and Spa
Waridi Paradise Hotel and Suites
Wasini Suites and Hotels
Merica Hotel
Utalii Hotel
Cloud Hotel and Suites
Palm Tree Hotel
Impala Hotel
Restaurants
Olpul Steak House
Dari Restaurant and Coffee House
Tripple O’S
Kafe Africana
Spring Valley Oven
Secret Garden
Café Kaya
Tiramisu Italian Restaurant
Big Fish Restaurant
Vividian Café
The River Café
Pomodoro Pizza
Glow Spa and Lounge
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Coffee shops
Java House Limited
The Sevens Coffee House
Dari Restaurant and Coffee House
Lodges
Great Rift Valley Lodge
Cottars Camp
Outside Catering Ventures
Libertine Cuisine
Divine Caterers
Schools
Olerai Schools
Nova Pioneer Schools
The Riara Springs Girls High School
Institutions
Andela
United States International University
Daystar University
Aga Khan Academy-Mombasa
Brydges Centre and School
Hospitals
The Karen Hospital
Kenyatta National Hospital
Mediheal Hospital
M.P Shah Hospital
Serviced Apartments
Heri heights Serviced Apartments/Kolobot gardens
Executive Residency by Best Western
Palacina Residence and Suites
Nelson’s Court
Golf View Serviced Apartments
Batians Peak Serviced Apartments
Suite Life Serviced Apartments

CLIENT LIST
Staff Cafeteria & training kitchens
H Young-Kongoni Camp
Hamerkop Safaris
Interior Designers
Beysix Studios
Supermarkets
Naivas Supermarket
Tuskys Supermarket
Clubs and Bars
Vanity Lounge
Food Courts
D’s Place
Wing it
Street Bistro
Zucchini Greengrocers Limited
B2B
Papyrus Limited
Airtouch Cooling Systems Limited
Spinners and Spinners Limited
Swissport Cargo Services
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BRANDS
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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LOCATION AND ADDRESS

Nanyuki Road, off Lunga Lunga Road,
Next to National Oil Depot, Industrial Area
P.O Box 104241-00101 Nairobi
Tel:
Email:

+254 728 129 281
info@mericanltd.com
sales@mericanltd.com
Website: www.mericanltd.com
Merican Limited Commercial Kitchen

@MericanLimited

@merican_limited

Merican Limited

